List of Vocabulary Words

Following is a list of vocabulary words introduced in this workbook:

account    compaction    generators    moldboard    reflected
adaptations conquest    glaciated    negotiation    renewable
admiral    consistent    grassland    noisy    reservations
aloft    controlled    grazing    non-renewable    rudder
alternative    conversion    greediness    obedient    sacrifice
ambition    courage    guaranteed    occasion    sediment
aroused    currents    honorary    onomatopoeia    simile
ashore    cushion    ideal    organic    slogans
associate    decomposed    imaginable    ornate    spacious
bamboo    decorative    impact    pact    speechless
biological    deeded    imported    paleontology    steppe
bishop    deliberate    inefficient    patented    subdivisions
blunt    deposits    Kelvin    plaque    switched
broad    devices    kilometer    platform    toxins
by-products    disputes    liter    prairie    tribute
captivating    disregarded    macrofossils    promoted    typhoid fever
cautious    divine    mechanical    propel    un-glaciated
Celsius    doctrine    metaphor    protected    various
chemical    durable    meter    re-annexation    wind turbines
clastic    efficiently    military force    re-occupation    witnessed
cobblestone    fleet    modernize    refinery